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OVERVIEW 
MENDING THE LINE 
a story of the destructive elements of war and uplifting power of nature. 

INSPIRATION 
I am an avid fly fisherman and I’ve written about the sport in magazines and books.  
I wrote this script while working at a bookstore in Yellowstone National Park. I took  
inspiration from the captivating, natural Big Sky terrain, and my daily commute along 
the Gibbon River. I also took inspiration from my dad, a Vietnam vet who was during 
this time battling a rare form of cancer caused by exposure to Agent Orange.  
Nearly forty years after he volunteered to go to Vietnam, the war took his life.  

LOGLINE 
A Marine injured in Iraq comes to a V.A. hospital in Montana where he meets a  
damaged Vietnam vet who teaches him fly fishing in the hopes of him from his 
physical and emotional trauma. 

THUMBNAIL 
Mending The Line is a bittersweet, character-driven drama that deals with the destructive  
elements of war and the uplifting power of nature. The story centers around COLTER, a 
young soldier injured in Iraq, who, after he arrives at a V.A. hospital, meets IKE, a crusty old 
Vietnam veteran who sees elements of himself in Colter's self destructive behavior.   
Because of this connection, Ike begrudgingly agrees to teach Colter fly fishing, hoping it 
will help the young man deal with his physical wounds and mental trauma - something Ike 
has struggled with since he returned from his two tours of duty some 40 years ago.  

While the two veterans bond through the sport of fishing and Colter finds love with a local 
girl, Ike’s sickness and emotional baggage coupled with Colter's inability to let go of his 
"survivor's guilt"  threatens to derail not only the healing process but also their well-
being. But these men are fighters by trade and just as the title comes from the action an 
angler must take to correct his line when the current is pulling their fly too hard, they battle to 
overcome their various problems and pressures to find peace while righting their pasts and 
presents.   

TONE 
The natural splendor of A River Runs Through It. The classic small town feel of American 
Graffiti. The darkness and violence of Kalifornia. The redemption over adversity of The Rider.  

GENRE/SUBGENRE 
Drama, character driven, war/veteran, nature, rehab



Though the war is over LT. JOHN COLTER (20s), a strong-silent Marine poster boy-type, 
volunteers his team for one last mission. Their Marine Humvee creeps into a burned out 
Iraqi village. As vehicle commander, Colter rides shotgun. The driver is STAX. In the back 
are BLITZ and KOVACS (20s). Moments later, the vehicle is ambushed. Colter gets 
everyone out of the Humvee before it is hit with an RPG. With nowhere to hide, Colter has 
his men take cover behind a burned out car. Colter quickly realizes that the car is wired to 
explode. He warns his team and grabs Kovacs before the car explodes. When the smoke 
clears, despite Colter’s best efforts, Stax and Blitz are dead, Kovacs has lost his legs and 
Colter hands and legs are injured.  
From the bleak, dry landscape of Iraq, we smash cut to: Paradise Valley, Montana. Stunning 
mountains. Lush forests. Fruitful plains. Abundant wildlife. Here Colter tries to drown himself in the 
Yellowstone River, the water that gives life to the region.  
We flashback six months to Colter, discharged to VA hospital in Livingston, Montana, holding a gun 
to his head because he blames himself for his teammates’ deaths and misfortune and his dad 
JACK has just brought Colter a ‘Dear John’ letter from his girlfriend. Never the greatest dad, Jack 
consoles Colter with whiskey—a coping method Colter learns well. Also at the hospital is Kovacs, 
and instead of physical therapy (PT) he and Colter treat their pain/guilt with drugs and alcohol.  
One day, Colter storms out a PT session and sees another patient, a gray, grizzled and 
scarred Vietnam vet, IKE HENDRICKSON (60s), tying fly fishing flies. After seeing Ike 
practicing his fly cast in the hospital’s decorative pond, Colter becomes further intriguing by 
the art of fly fishing. 
But Colter doesn’t know that Ike is casting for his own recovery after a meeting with their 
shared physician, DR. BURKE. She tells Ike that despite stopping drinking he has done so 
much damage to his body over the years that she can do little to stop the hardening of his 
kidneys, which is causing his impaired mental activities and even seizures, and will cause 
worse results as time goes on. 
Having become involved with a crew of local junkies and criminals, Kovacs guilts Colter into 
helping him do a job collecting cash from some junkies for the local meth dealer, DUANE 
(30s). Duane pays Kovacs for the job, and Kovacs gives the money right back to Duane for 
drugs. Duane offers Colter a taste, but Colter refuses and goes to ask Ike to teach him to 
fish. 
At first Ike refuses, but after losing a fishing bet to his friend ROCKY (70s), a tough Western 
broad, Ike relents. But instead of teaching Colter how to fish, Ike gives Colter a bunch of 
tasks that Colter finds tedious and difficult with his injuries. Angered, Colter drinks and 
abuses prescription meds. 
Colter strikes up an uneasy relationship with the librarian, LUCY (20s), a local whose boyfriend 
RYAN was killed in Iraq leaving her to care for his mother. Colter and Lucy like each other

SYNOPSIS 



SYNOPSIS 
immediately, but Lucy hesitates, not wanting to be hurt again, and Colter is unsure of himself, 
still trying to come to terms with his injuries and trauma. Eventually, they are able to lower their 
defenses and begin dating. Spurred on by some positivity in his life, Colter keeps up with Ike’s 
challenges and eventually wins Ike’s trust. Finally, Ike takes Colter out fishing for the first time, 
even allowing Colter to use the special rod he made, and Colter is quickly hooked. Feeling 
better, he chucks his gun in the river. 
Soon, however, things are not going exactly as planned. Ike’s health is failing, and Dr. Burke 
orders him not to fish, saying it’s too dangerous. Colter, missing fishing and still fighting his 
demons, feels diminished. When Blitz’s family visits the hospital, Colter breaks down and begins 
drinking heavily and even accompanies Kovacs to Duane’s meth den. Colter’s self-loathing 
leads to Colter going on a bender and a fight with Lucy.  
Disgusted with himself, Colter goes on a bender and, as we saw in the flash-forward, tries to 
drown himself in the Yellowstone River. Though he weighs himself down with rocks, Colter can’t 
finish the job and is washed ashore alive.  
Trying to stop Colter’s downward spiral, Ike tells Colter about the experience in Vietnam that has 
haunted him, causing Ike to try to drown his own feelings in whiskey, leading to his 
estrangement from his wife and son after the war.                                                                                                                                     
Meanwhile, the memories brought back by opening up to Colter, as well as a good amount of the 
forbidden whiskey, have given Ike the courage to try and contact his son. His grandson answers 
but Ike’s advances are rejected, and Ike drunkenly sets off to fish the Boneyard in the most 
dangerous part of the river. Colter finds him there, bloodied and broken from the river’s victory.                                                                                                                                 
When Colter thinks Ike tried to kill himself fishing the Boneyard, Ike tells him he went to 
celebrate calling his son—it didn’t kill him so he celebrated being alive. But, Ike knows his health 
won’t hold out much longer, and he gives Colter the rod he made. Colter takes Ike’s story to 
heart and apologizes to Lucy but she breaks up with him. At a crossroads, Colter calls someone 
and asks for a gun. 
The gun is from his dad, who Colter enlists to help him rest back Kovacs from the clutches of 
Duane and addiction. Then Colter seeks out Ike’s son, Max, and convinces him to come meet 
Ike. Bringing Max and his family to meet Ike at the hospital, Colter passes Lucy leaving the 
hospital, her car packed to the gills. Having selflessly helped Ryan and his mother, then Colter 
and even Ike, now Lucy goes her own way to help herself. Colter watches her go, but doesn’t 
chase after her. 
At the hospital, Colter tells Ike he can’t accept the rod. Colter leaves and Max and his family 
enter. In a tearful reunion, Ike gives the rod to his son and meets his grandson for the first time. 
One year later, Ike has passed away. Colter is healthy and, just as the term “mending the line” 
comes from how an angler corrects his line when the current pulls their fly too hard, he has 
corrected his path. Now, he and Rocky are trying to do the same for other vets (including Kovacs
—who now has prosthetic legs) by teaching them how to fly fish against the majestic backdrop of 
Montana’s Yellowstone River.



MODERN DAY MONTANA (LIVINGSTON AND PARADISE VALLEY).  

Livingston, Montana is located in the heart of Southwest Montana just 
north of Paradise Valley and Yellowstone National Park. It is surrounded 
by mountains, and the Yellowstone River flows through town making 
Livingston a fly fishing mecca. 

Full of structures on the National Historic Register, this classic American 
small town is studded with historic architecture with many of the 
downtown buildings dating back to the turn of the century. The East Side 
Residential Historic District, which features an array of classic, simple 
wood frame homes, would be a perfect location for Lucy’s house. 

Livingston has a great collection of historic and neon signs that give the 
town a truly cinematic feel. Many of these signs are for bars which are 
featured in the script. 

Also featured in the film is The Murray Bar’s art display called the Bar 
Flies—an unofficial fishing/drinking hall of fame. Next to the Murray Bar is 
Dan Bailey’s Fly Shop. The shop is famous among fly fishermen, and the 
large fish on the shop’s sign make it a landmark in Southwest Montana. 
  
Livingston is 27 miles from Bozeman, Montana, which is home to the 
Carnegie Library, which was built in 1903–1904. This historic building is 
on the U.S. National Register of Historic Places and could double as the 
Livingston Library where Lucy works. 

Southwest Montana has a strong production base. A River Runs Through 
It, A Plumm Summer, The Horse Whisperer and Walking Out as well as 
parts of the TV show Yellowstone were all filmed in Livingston and the 
surrounding area.

SETTING 





MICHAEL KEATON  
Mr. Keaton is an avid fly fisherman who 
also lives in Montana. He is an advocate 
for veterans and a conservationist. He 
could direct. 

JEFF BRIDGES 
Lives in Livingston and is closely connected 
to the community and works for 
conservation organizations in Montana. 

KEVIN COSTNER 
A lover of Western stories and the 
mountain lifestyle, he is an avid fly 
fisherman. Another possible director.

ROLE: Issac “Ike” Hendrickson 

POTENTIAL CAST

HARRISON FORD 
Wyoming resident and avid fly 
fisherman who has the gruff 
attitude to play Ike.

LIAM NEESON 
An avid fly fisherman who fishes all 
over the world, including Montana. 

MORGAN FREEMAN 
The film’s messages fit with his work 
promoting environmental and social 
issues.



POTENTIAL CAST 

KELSEY ASBILLE 
Yellowstone, Wind RiverJEREMY ALLEN WHITE 

Shameless

LILY COLLINS 
The Blind Side, Les Misérables

SUMMER BISHIL 
Under the Silver Lake, 
Towelhead

ROLE: John Colter ROLE: Lucy Kreh 

AMBER MIDTHUNDER 
Legion, Hell or High Water

LUCAS HEDGES 
Ben is Back, Honey Boy

ALEXANDER LUDWIG 
Vikings, Lone Survivor

STEPHAN JAMES 
If Beale Street Could Talk,  
Race

GEORGE MACKAY 
Captain Fantastic, 1917

CALVIN DEMBA 
Mickey and the Bear,  
Kingsman: The Golden  
Circle



THE HURT LOCKER (2008) 
Budget: $11m 
Box Office: $49.2m

WIND RIVER (2017) 
Budget: $11m 
Box Office: $44

A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT  
(1992)  
Budget $12m 
Box Office: $43m

THE MUSTANG  (2019) 
Budget: $3m 
Box Office: $6.45m

LEAVE NO TRACE (2018) 
Budget: $3.5m 
Box Office: $7.7m 

GRAN TORINO (2008) 
Budget $33m 
Box Office: $270m

COMPARABLE FILMS 



KAKO	SURF	

MARKETING: AUDIENCES 
FISHERMEN 

With 142.4 million participants, outdoor recreation is an economic powerhouse in the United States, each year generating $646 
billion in consumer spending and 6.1 million direct jobs. According to the Outdoor Foundation, fishing is the second most popular 
outdoor activity for Americans only behind running. The 2016 “Special Report on Fishing” Survey found that 45.7 million American 
participated in the sport. When it came to types of fishing (freshwater, saltwater, etc.), fly fishing garnered the highest percentage 
of first-time participants, demonstrating the interest it generates, even for non-fishermen. In terms of revenue, Southwick 
Associates notes the total sales of small to medium fly fishing stores is estimated at $748.6 million annually (excluding sales of 
large national chains like Cabela’s and Bass Pro Shops).  

VETERANS 

There are 21.8 million veterans of the U.S. armed forces as of 2014, according the Census Bureau. These men and women come 
from communities across the country and represent all walks of life, income brackets, races, religions and political parties. The 
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs estimates that almost 31 percent of Vietnam veterans and as many as 10 percent of Gulf War 
(Desert Storm) veterans and 11 percent of veterans of the war in Afghanistan are afflicted with PTSD. 

MILLENNIALS 

Maybe a surprising target given that the fishing and military audience may skew a little older, millennials will be drawn to the film 
for its underlying messages. Known as the “cause-generation”, these 18-34 year olds, who now are the largest segment of the US 
population, are very active in the environmental and social causes that Mending the Line relates to. 

THE HEALTH CONSCIOUS 

More Americans than ever are taking an active interest in their physical and mental well-being. The Recreational Boating and 
Fishing Foundation describes fly-fishing as a natural stress reliever because fly anglers are surrounded by nature, unplugged from 
electronics, and distanced from the so-called “real world.” That notion is buttressed by a 2009 study by a team of researchers 
drawn from the University of Southern Maine, the University of Utah, and the V.A. in Salt Lake City. Their study involving combat 
veterans found that participants had significant reductions in stress and post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms and 
improvements in sleep quality after participating in a fly-fishing retreat. Fly fishing has also improved the lives of breast cancer 
patients and survivors and fly fishing assisted psychotherapy is used to help treat patients suffering from depression impaired self-
esteem/self-worth, stress, anxiety, anger issues/domestic violence, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), sexual abuse and 
chemical dependency. 

INTERNATIONAL 

In the words of a German professor, “The [American] West per se, for Germans, is the place of self-sufficiency, of openness, of 
availability of land, as it is for Americans…It’s where your dreams can come true.” This is why Germans are obsessed with all 
things Big Sky. The feeling holds true for most of the world. In Japan, it’s country-western culture. In China the same thing. In 
France, it’s the western novels of Jim Harrison. In Ireland, it’s westerns, both on the page and the screen. In England, there’s 
organizations such as the English Westerners Society, the British Westerners group and a Custer Association of England. Notable 
researchers and writers of the American West live in Switzerland, Belgium, Holland and Norway. Because of the Outback and 
pampas, Australian and South American countries embrace our West as part of their own culture. The list goes on. Replacing a 
baseball hat for a Stetson, a fly rod for pistol—we’ve created a modern representation of the independent, unemotional souls 
searching for connection and meaning in a wild world for which a global audience has always been hungry—and is still.



MARKETING: FILM FESTIVALS 
Mending the Line will be submitted to carefully selected festivals in order to gain exposure to the 
most beneficial audiences. These targets will allow Mending the Line to gain awareness and 
support from consumers while demonstrating the film’s value to potential distributers.    

SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL: The largest independent film festival in the United States, this 
festival has long been the keystone for independent film in North America. It has shown a strong 
connection to films with themes relating to the natural world, the Rocky Mountain region and 
social issues, all of which tie closely with Mending the Line.  

SUN VALLEY FILM FESTIVAL: This festival celebrates the world’s best filmmakers as well as 
cutting-edge independent films. It is known for celebrating the cinematic spirt of the Rocky 
Mountain region, tackling issues related to the West and for promoting compelling, thought-
provoking movies—all of which make it a perfect fit for Mending the Line. 

YOSEMITE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL: Founded by environmentally-aware, eco-friendly 
filmmakers, this festival’s mission is to recognize and award progressive, eye-opening, 
independent cinema of all genres and to foster an appreciation and understanding toward the 
preservation and majesty of our natural world.  

MONTANA FILM FESTIVAL: This festival embraces the expansive possibilities and the 
independent spirit of contemporary filmmaking. As a local production, Mending the Line will draw 
attention and crowds to this regional festival. 

THE NORTHWEST FILMMAKERS’ FESTIVAL: This is where explore the Northwest through the 
big screen. Featured filmmakers must hail from Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Alaska or 
British Columbia making it a perfect venue for Mending the Line and its Western themes. 

VETERANS FILM FESTIVAL: Based in Australia, this festival presents films from around the 
world, which explore real or imagined stories about war such as Mending the Line. Entry here 
would also garner international exposure. 

29 PALMS MILITARY FILM FESTIVAL: This festival celebrates military films and the courage 
that inspired them. The 29 Palms Military Films Festival and the 29 Palms community is working 
to become the world-premier stage for military-themed films, making it a possible destination to 
open Mending the Line.



MONTANA FILM OFFICE BIG SKY FILM GRANT 

FILMING IN MONTANA 

MONTANA MEDIA ACT

The MEDIA Act provides for a 20% production expenditure tax credit, with 
additional components that can increase the transferable credit to a 
maximum of 35% of total base film production investment.  

• 25% of compensation for Montana resident crews 

• 15% of compensation for non-Montana resident crew 

• 30% of compensation paid to students 

• 20% of above the line compensation per production or television series 
season, with ceiling 

• 10% of payments to Montana colleges or universities 

• 10% of all in-studio facility and equipment rental expenditures 

• 5% of expenditures in a high poverty county 

• 25% of post-production wages (Not effective until 2021) 

• 5% for Montana screen credit 

In June 2019, the script was awarded a Big Sky Film Grant of $40,000 
from Governor Bullock and the Montana Film Office.

As the accompanying letter demonstrates, Mending The Line 
has already created close ties to the Montana Film Office. The 
office paid a line producer to create a budget for the film.



The following organizations could potentially add in-kind, financial, logistical and advisory support to the 
film as well as be partners in marketing the film to key audiences. Fishing related businesses and 
organizations will make great partners considering after the release of A River Runs Through It, the fly-
fishing industry saw a 60 percent increase in revenue in 1992, the year the film came out, and grew 
another 60 percent in 1993. 

Veteran Organizations 

Waters & Quiet Waters Foundation A nonprofit based in Bozeman, Montana, this group is a catalyst 
for positive change in the lives of post-9/11 combat veterans and specializes in high quality restorative 
programs, utilizing therapeutic experiences in the serenity of Montana. www.warriorsandquietwaters.org/ 

Wounded Warriors Project With the mission to honor and empower, Wounded Warriors serves 
veterans and service members who incurred a physical or mental injury, illness, or wound, co-incident to 
their military service on or after September 11, 2001 and their families. 

Project Healing Waters Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing (PHWFF) began in 2005 serving wounded 
military service members at Walter Reed Army Medical Center returning from combat in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Since then, PHWFF has expanded nationwide, establishing its highly successful program 
in Department of Defense hospitals, Warrior Transition Units, and Veterans Affairs Medical Centers and 
clinics. 

Heroes on the Water Heroes on the Water helps our nation’s warriors and veterans from all branches of 
the United States military unwind using the therapeutic qualities of fishing from kayaks. http://
heroesonthewater.org/ 

Wounded Veterans Fishing Program Dedicated to “Changing Lives One Fishing Trip At A Time,” 
WVFP has devoted its energy to providing free fishing adventures for our Wounded Veterans. http://
www.woundedvetsfishing.org/ 

Vietnam Veterans of America Dedicated to promoting and supporting the full range of issues important 
to Vietnam veterans and to creating a new identity for this generation of veterans, and to change public 
perception of Vietnam veterans. https://vva.org/ 

VetStage Foundation Non-profit that uses theatre performances, acting classes, and playwriting as 
creative tools to help ease the transition back to civilian life for military personnel who have served in the 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS 

https://warriorsand
http://heroesonthewater.org/
http://heroesonthewater.org/
http://www.woundedvetsfishing.org/
http://www.woundedvetsfishing.org/
https://vva.org/


POTENTIAL PARTNERSHIPS 

MONTANA FLY CO.                
Based in Columbia Falls. MT, 
MFC is a leading tyer of flies used 
by Montana guides, outfitters and 
anglers.   

YETI                                     
Makers of the best coolers in the 
world and purveyors of the outdoor 
lifestyle, Yeti is partnered with 
many conservation organizations 
and has promoted outdoor-related 
films in the past. 

•

ORVIS                                 
America’s most iconic fly fishing 
brand has been sponsoring some 
of the independent film makers 
who are at the heart of the fly 
fishing film movement. http://
www.orvis.com/

SIMMS                                                      
Based in Bozeman, MT, SIMMS is a premier 
fishing outfitter known for its Made in the USA 
products. The company has a strong 
background in sponsoring fly fishing 
filmmakers. www.simmsfishing.com

TROUT UNLIMITED                        
America's leading coldwater fisheries 
conservation organization. TU's mission is 
to conserve, protect and restore 
North America's trout and salmon. TU has 
sponsored many films that promote fly 
fishing and has partnered with the Fly 
Fishing Film Tour. 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF FLY 
FISHERS                                                         
Based in Livingston, Montana, this is an 
international non-profit organization dedicated to 
the betterment of the sport of fly fishing through 
conservation, restoration and education.

AMERICAN RIVERS                           
They combines national advocacy with 
field work in  key river basins to deliver 
the greatest impact in terms of 
conservation, restoration and protection. 
Previously sponsored the film Where The 
Yellowstone Goes.   

MONTANA OFFICE OF TOURISM  
Dedicated to promoting the wonders of 
Montana and all it has to offer, they work 
closely with the film office to promote 
business development and commerce in 
the state.

http://www.orvis.com/
http://www.orvis.com/
http://www.si


THE STATISTICS 
• Twenty veterans a day die from suicide—double the rate of civilians.  

• Between 60 and 80 percent of Vietnam veterans seeking treatment for PTSD 
also require treatment for substance abuse, according to the U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs. 

• 10 percent of the world's wilderness has disappeared in just 20 years. At the 
current rate of destruction, the planet’s wild lands will be gone within 50 
years. 

• The loss of natural habitat causes mental and physical illness in humans that 
scientists are just beginning to comprehend.  

• World Health Organization reports that depressions has risen 18% since 
2005, making it the most widespread illness in the world. 

• The World Drug Report found that 9.5 million people globally suffer from 
drug abuse with opioids the most harmful drugs.

WHY MENDING THE LINE

THE MESSAGE 
Look at how nature is portrayed in recent films: San Andreas, Geostorm, Only 
the Brave. They tell us nature is something to be fought, conquered or feared.  

The majority of people in the world live in cities, and with these urban 
populations growing everyday, they embrace the myth of Mother Nature as their 
enemy. 

This film shows them a different way of thinking: In embracing nature, they are 
embracing their own health, well-being and survival. And with our environment 
facing a tipping point this is not only an urgent matter; it’s a crucial one. 

Also, part of the reason the epidemics with PTSD/substance abuse and the 
opioid crisis are so prevalent and insidious is that they have negative stigmas 
which lead the sufferers to keep their issues secret—even from themselves. 

Relying on universal themes of death and rebirth and culture-crossing 
archetypes such as water and nature, this film shines a light on both these 
issues, showing how one can benefit the other—thus creating a timely and 
uplifting story that will resonate with audiences across the globe.

Why is this the perfect time for a film about the destruction elements of war and the healing power of nature?



Producer Bio!
Kelly!McKendry!has!over!20!years!experience!in!the!film!
and!television!industry.!!She!develops!original!content,!
scripts!and!IP!including!the!best@selling!novel,!The$Art$
Forger,!!focusing!on!feature!films,!television!and!digital!
content.!Currently!she!is!partnered!with!Rubicon!
Entertainment!and!We!Are!the!Mighty!to!develop!and!
produce!the!book!You$Know$When$the$Men$Are$Gone.!!!
Kelly!was!a!former!sales!execuIve!at!Disney!and!ESPN!
Media!Networks,!where!she!pitched,!negoIated!deals!and!
marketed!Disney!Channel,!!Freeform!(formerly!ABC!
Family),!SOAPnet,!Toon!Disney!as!well!as!the!ESPN!suite!of!
networks.!!!Kelly!earned!her!Bachelor!of!Arts!in!
CommunicaIons!from!Villanova!University!and!aTended!
The!Producers!Program!at!the!UCLA!Graduate!School!of!
Theatre,!Film!&!Television.!!She!has!been!a!board!member!
of!Women!in!Cable!Television!and!is!an!acIve!member!of!
Women!In!Film.!!Kelly!grew!up!an!Army!Brat!and!now!
resides!in!Los!Angeles!where!she!enjoys!spending!Ime!
with!her!husband!and!her!three!young!children.!!

kellymckendry@mac.com!
(310)!944@0345!

                                                                                                                                                                              
Stephen Camelio is an award-winning writer and former editor at In Style magazine. His writing has appeared in countless publications including 
ESPN The Magazine, Fly Rod & Reel, Field & Stream, Outside Go, and Men's Journal. He also wrote the fishing chapter for the guidebook 
Yellowstone In A Day. He has also co-written a script that was selected to be a part of the New York City Reel Roundtable Reading Series. That 
script, THE PUSH, was shot in Los Angeles in 2018. THE HIGH-LINE, his original TV pilot, was selected for the ATX Television Festival/The Black 
List 3rd Annual Writers Program. He’s also optioned two books about the Vietnam War and has adapted one into a feature script and another into a 
limited-series pilot. A graduate of Villanova University with masters degrees from New York University and Queens University in Belfast, he 
currently lives in Bozeman, Montana. www.stephencamelio.com 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                

CREW

Kelly McKendry has over 20 years experience in the film and television industry. She develops feature films, television series and documentaries. 
Current projects include a feature based on the New York Times best-selling novel, The Art Forger with Zero Gravity as well as two series with 
Soul Pancake (Participant Media). Kelly is a former executive at Disney and ESPN Media Networks. She earned her Bachelor of Arts in 
Communications from Villanova University and attended The Producers Program at the UCLA Graduate School of Theatre, Film & Television.

CO-PRODUCER/UPM 

 

PRODUCER

WRITER/PRODUCER

Jeri Rafter is a producer who has worked on feature films and television projects including Winter in the Blood (Alex & Andrew Smith), Jimmy P. 
(Arnaud Desplechin), Skeleton Twins (Craig Johnson),. . . And So It Goes (Rob Reiner). Mostly recently, she was the production manager on the 
Montana-shot feature film The Ballad of Lefty Brown (Jared Moshe), which starred Peter Fonda and Bill Pullman, and co-producer  n the Montana-
shot Mickey & The Bear (Annabelle Attanasio’s SXSW breakout hit of 2019). Before that she produced the feature length film, Bella Vista (Vera 
Brunner-Sung), which was shot in Missoula, Montana and premiered at the International Rotterdam Film Festival in January 2014. In 2015 she was 
invited to be part of the Sundance Producer's Lab and participated in the Sundance + Women in Film Female Filmmakers Initiative. Jeri is a fifth 
generation Montanan with an MFA in Media Arts from the University of Montana.

http://stephencamelio.com/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank


FOR INVESTOR INFORMATION AND TERM SHEETS CONTACT: 
Stephen Camelio, Mending The Line, LLC                                                           
stephen.camelio@yahoo.com  
917.689.5594 

Kelly McKendry 
kellymckendry@me.com  
310.944.0345 

mailto:stephen.camelio@yahoo.com
mailto:kellymckendry@me.com

